
My Barcelona Sketchbook.
View at your own risk.

You have been warned.

Why are you still reading this?

Can’t you take a hint?!

Either close this or go to the next page
already!

They gone yet? What? Hey, Voice-Over-Guy, get back in
your cage!

That’s it. Where’s my cyber-crowbar...



Poems of Barcelona
Collection of Poems inspired during my trip to

Barcelona, Spain.
Sketches to accompany some

Introduction to my Collection
I am a man of words
No image mine satisfied.
To draw a sacrilege
Upon the Artist's eye.

My words a far and few
Their meaning thick and thin
The reader's open mind
Will see all within.

This city of the sea
The beauty we are bequeathed
My poems to reflect this wealth
To show what lies beneath.

Drawn by my hand
These sketches are fake
Ignore their faults
They are mistakes



Parc Guell. These pillars support a sand-
floored area with (supposedly) the
worlds longest bench going around it. I
went up there and did a sketch of
someone...



Another thing I sketched at Parc Guell. You
go past this before you come to the pillars.



She had no idea that I was
sketching her, and then I
showed her the sketch and
poem. She liked and
signed. Then I wrote
Commission whilst
waiting for lunch...



A column in
Sagrada Familia.

Very big place, but
not my favourite
place.



This is a sketch of
something I saw at
the beach, and has
nothing to do with
the poem, except
that I did the poem
at the beach. Go figure...

 



Pillars
Tall the stand
Into the Sky
Supports of feet
We all rely.

Stone of sand
Our pillars of faith
Nature's great belief
Formed to our state.

Three sides, two sculptures
We watch, look and save to keep
The future will know

Steps
Up and down
No way to go
Forward or back
Nowhere to Know

Three sides, three holes
A rock inside
The lizard sits,
Nowhere to hide.

Watched
Drawing. Sketching.
Concentrating
Artist, work. You will soon know
Both worker and a Work art thou.

Pencil, Ink, Paint and Paper
Your canvas turned from blank
Into a masterpiece of shame
Or the trash of Fame.

Commission
Time in a bottle
We watch you draw.
Pushed to the Throttle
We saw you thaw.

Items of beauty
We wait to see
Diamonds of dirt
What you see.

Contrast to fate
Diversion of doom
Art lives on, though we see too late
It is our tomb.

Sagrada Familia
Tall, stones piled unto
Two styles, Faces two
Guadi's Legacy.

Building, Scraping
Towers to the sky
We look above, we wish to fly
Addicted to our Alibi.
To supreme being they take this task
To build the structure. Make it last.

Four Apostles at one gate.
What will become of their fate?
This dream has yet to Be.



Towers
I sit upon a hill so bold
Doing just as I've been told:
'Look, Draw, remember all'
But all I see is very tall

Down the hill, a spire two
Paired at birth, quarry-spewed.
Straddled a street by these twins
Their brick work forms. A banner hangs.

Upon a hill across from me
To the north, I chance to see.
Cable tied and thin at base
It reaches up into space

So far away, yet close at hand
Marvel at it's great span.
It's shape a wonder to behold
What it does, I am not told.

Broken
Shards of glass
Into my eye
I see the Fate
Of one man's mind

Vandal's truth
Struck to the aim,
Still the flame
Has not been tamed.

Darkness falls but
Light remains.
The broken Shards,
All our shame.

Tren
Dark. This night rode on.
Buckle, swish, We rode on.
The mirrors of night
Visions by day.
Sit and wait.

Babel. Talk of unknown.
Reach into your soul, knowledge
will grow.
Ask help and Receive
Kind stranger in need.
Sit and debate.

Next stop. Jerk, stop and pull.
On and off, Station full.
The gates of white
Shine on this night.
Wait for fate.

Cerebrus tamed. Pull out your
fair.
This man will wait. frown. stare.
Pull out your card. The jaws move
on.
Final stop. Grab all which
belongs.
Welcome, the gate.



Dali
Visions of disturbed minds
Sights of the insane
Paintings of Androgyny
Transgendered Christ remains

Chest of drawers instead of breast
Clocks missing time of Face
Images and signs of death
Obsessions of the Waste.

Diablo in a bottle,
Extract of Woman.
Distortion and Illusion.
All this is one man.

Soy Hacerse Muerte
Vivi en Muerte
Celebra mi dolor
Disipo tu caridad
Moriste en Vida

In English:
I am Become Death
I lived in Death
You celebrate my pain
Dispel your Charity
You died in Life




